“I was shocked to see how personable the CEOs of local hospitals were. They would talk to you like you were on the same level of them. [One of the CEOs] introduced herself to me because she liked my bangles. It made my week!”

“One of the things that I liked about the conference was all the laughter that went on. It was not boring. It was a lot of good material.”

“I really liked the definition of "choice" by the main speaker. I want to accomplish a lot of networking with this and maybe a cool internship that I wouldn't have gotten the chance to get if it wasn't for this scholarship.”

“What I have gotten out of this conference already astounds me. Kevin McDaniel, the keynote speaker was so fun and inspirational! He really kicked off the conference with a positive vibe. He also caused me to reflect back to Health Admin class when he quoted, “Culture eats Strategy for breakfast every day of the week.”